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Anti-Ragging cell is functioning very effectively in the college. The cell takes measures to create 

awareness among the senior students to absolve themselves from indulging in ragging which is a 

punishable crime under the law. Anti-ragging squad is also functioning very effectively. At the time of 

admission each student will have to take an anti-ragging pledge in the data card which is signed by the 

student as well as the parent. It is also mandatory as per the Hon. Supreme court and UGC/MHRD 

Regulations that the entire student fills in an Anti-Ragging oath online. 

    As a part of Anti-ragging cell, we organized an orientation programme for S3&S5 students on 

16th November [Tuesday] at 2PM in the online mode. The programme started with prayer by 

Mis.Greeshma[Assistant professor department of Malayalam],and welcome address by Miss 

.Ranikutty.K.N [Assistant professor PG department of commerce &management studies].Mr.Shaju 

Mohemmedunni [Administrative officer, Ansari Charitable Trust] inaugurated the anti-ragging cell and 

delivered anti-ragging oath to students.Mr.Noor Muhammed [Trust member & Deen of Ansar women’s 

College]was present in the programme.Felicitation speech delivered by Mr.Arif [Vice principal Ansar 

Women’s College]and Ms.Kshmeela [Assistant professor ‘Department of English].For a ragging free 

campus an orientation session was handled by Ms. Faritha J[Principal, Ansar Women’s College].During 

this session she pointed out the objectives, necessity, and need for the formation of anti-ragging cell in 

each and every campus. She also explained the consequence and effects of ragging crime. She 

responded to queries from students with respect to anti-ragging and its consequences. Considering all 

facts relating to ragging, our honorable High Court ND Government authorities adopted various rules 

and regulations for preventing ragging in college campus. The session was concluded by a vote thanks 

by Ms.Anaswara[Assistant Professor PG department of Commerce &Management studies]. 
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